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Questions We Address
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Do investors “forgive
g
and forget”
g sovereign
g defaults?
Or do countries pay interest premia on sovereign debt
commensurate with their credit histories?
 If so: by how much and how long?
Does the size of past defaults (“hair-cuts”) matter for
future “default
default premia
premia”??
Do more frequent but shorter defaults carry a lower
premium than fewer but longer defaults?

Why are these questions important?
Broad context
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Source: Wright and Tomz (2012). Face value measures.
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Why are these questions important?
Broad context (cont.)
(cont )
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Large
g theoretical literature on whyy countries typically
yp
y pay
p y debts
E.g.: Reputation, C smoothing cost of market exclusion, Y loss from sanctions

Yet, meagre empirical support for such costs being large!
As Gennaioli et al (JF 2014) put it: “In reality, sanctions are rarely observed
and market exclusion is short-lived.
short lived ”

Domestic financial disruptions
p
as a missing
g link (Boulton
(
and Jeanne,,
2011; Gennaioli et al., 2014; Kalemli-Ozcan et al., 2015)?
High share of sovereign bonds in domestic banks' portfolios not so ubiquitous

How about the “direct” cost of interest premia on future borrowing?
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Why are these questions important? (cont.)
Recent Eurozone Developments
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Figure 1. Eurozone Spreads on 10-year German Bunds
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I. Defining Default Premium
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Yield premium purely due to credit history
For any sovereign i at any year t:

sit   i  Fit  ' DPit   it

(1)

where:
s = long bond yield - rf (net of currency and term premia)
F = time-varying publicly observed fundamentals
DP = additional premium on the spread due to credit history
 Can be # from unconditional pre- vs. post-default s comparisons
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II. Literature on the interest cost of default
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Mixed evidence on interest costs of default
Earlier literature (unconditional metric): No effect (Lindert & Morton,
1987; Eichengreen & Portes, 1989; Jorgenson and Sachs, 1989).

 Countries that defaulted in 1930s did not faced higher spreads in
1950s -1980s

 Lindert & Morton: isolated punishments before 1918, nearly none after.

II. Literature on the interest cost of default (cont.)
(
)
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Subsequent work (conditional metrics):
•

Ozler (AER, 1993) & Benczur & Ilut (JEEA 2015): Small (≈20 bps):
Annual (pooled) panel data regressions on the interest spread on
commercial bank loans to 26 (Ozler) to 36 (B&I) LDCs from 1968-81:
Ozler’s Regression

sit = a0+ Fit β’+φ Di+εit

where D=1 if one (or more) defaults in the 1930s or one or more
g on official debt in 1950s and 1960s.
rescheduling

 Then estimate φ and test if = 0

II. Literature on the interest cost of default (cont.)
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•

More recent p
papers:
p
Larger
g Effect “on impact”
p
but not persistent
p

Borensztein and Pannizza (IMFSP 2008): sizeable impact (400-250 bps)
but short-lived (only over two years after debt settlement)
 Based on panel regressions (with time and FEs) on bond spread
data over 1997-2004:
5

sit   i  Fit  '  it Di, j   it
j1

where D is now a dummy =1 for the year t after debt settlement

Previous Literature on DP (cont.)
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•

•

Cruces and Trebesch ((AEA,, 2013):) Also around 250 bps
p for the first
year but can last up to 6 years if, and only if, “hair-cut” h is above
average (h>40%).
Regression augmented with “hair-cut” h on old debt :
7

7

j1

j1

sit   i  Fit  '  it Di, j   it hi, j Di, j   it

Where DP =   
•

Other Work: Reinhart et al ((2003))  Effects on credit ratings
g
Flandreau and Zummer (2004)  Memory Effects = 80bp
Esteves and Jalles (2015)  Credit to PS effects

This paper’s contribution
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•

Estimate DP in much longer
g sample,
p , prep and p
post-WWII
~ 3200 obs. vs. 131-447 obs. in previous studies







Broadens
oade s DP measure,
easu e, nesting
es g previous
p ev ous ones
o es
Decompose DP contribution over time,
time across countries
countries, and
between mono- and serial-defaulters
Probe sensitivity to: More controls for fundamentals
Alternative specs on “memory”
memory
Role of Haircut

Findings
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DP: First year after settling: ≈ 250 bps in 1870-1939
≈ 325 bps in 1970-2014
Five years later:
≈ 150 bps pre-WWII
≈ 200 bps
b pre-WWII
WWII



Average
g DP never quite
q
disappears
pp
but large
g SD bands



Larger DP for serial defaulters commensurate with default length



Fundamentals less than ½ of spread in first years after settlement



Actual size of past hair-cuts do not matter for the average DP

Road Map
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III. New DP Metric
16

m

si,t   i  Fi,t  ′1   1 MEM1 i,t   2 MEM2 i,t ∑  j DSj i,j   i,t
j1
DP

where:
MEM1 = % of years in default in the country’s history
MEM2 = number of years since last default
DS (j) = “1” for year j after default and 0 else
else, up to year m
m

 So, if  1   2 ∑  j  0 then DP=0
j1

III. New DP Metric (cont)
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An illustration of how the DP variables work:
• A country’s history starts in 1950
• It defaults for the first time in 1998, and settles in 2002
• Then: MEM1 i,t  0 for all t  1998
MEM1 i,t
it 
MEM1 i,t 

t−1998
t−1950

for 1998 ≤ t ≤ 2002

2002−1998
t−1950

for all t  2002

MEM2 i,t  0 for all t1998
MEM2 i,t  t − 1998 for all t  1898

DS1 i,t  1 for t  2003 and DS1 i,t  0
DS2 i,t  1or t  2004 and DS2 i,t  0 for t ≠ 2004

etc.

III. New DP Metric (cont)
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Key points
•

Nests all previous metrics
If MEM1=MEM2=0  Ozler (AER 1993)
Borenzstein & Pannizza (2008)
Benczur & Illut (JEEA, 2015)
If DS(1) = DS(2)= … = 0  Reinhart et al (BPEA, 2003)
If MEM1=0 & ∑ DS = 0  Flandreau & Zummer (2004)
Et
Esteves
and
d Jalles
J ll (JMCB 2015)

•

Market
e spread
p e s can
c bee lower after
e settlement
e e e and DP>0

E.g. Fundamentals get stronger during in-default adjustment and call for an
even lower spread than the market delivers, so DP>0

Road Map
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IV. Data and Measurement Issues
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Definition of Default
We largely follow the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) definition: any violation
by borrower to original terms of the contract, i.e., partial or full default
•

“An unilateral interruption of repayment of interest and/or principal on
contractual debt obligations by a sovereign government, or an event where
the sovereign
g tenders an exchange
g offer to swap
p new for existing
g debt with
less favorable terms than the original issue and the offer is accepted (even if
contentiously) by lenders.”

One Issue: How to date the end of defaults?
S & P: when there is a settlement between sovereign and investors on (all or
most) outstanding arrears, and Standard & Poor's concludes that “no further
near-term resolution of creditors'' claims is likely” (Beers and Chambers,
2006).

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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Arellano et al.
al (2014) critique:
- S&P dating does not fully coincide with full suspension of
payments; nor always with complete end of fresh borrowing
- Non-trivial arrears sometimes persist after DS
Let’s look at the three main cases these authors highlight
And discuss how we handle those

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
22

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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Argentina:
g
Obvious Fix: over-rule S&P p
phasing
g 2002-2015 as default
Brazil: Do nothing: post-1994 arrears are not General Government
Ecuador: Do nothing. 80% reduction in arrears in DS(1) is substantial
enough
Indonesia: Negotiations under Paris club allowed for gradual reduction in
arrears (but case for extending end of default from 2002 to 2005)

 More
M
generally:
ll muchh off this
thi hheterogeneity
t
it under
d the
th same
default definition will be controlled for by adding actual
hair-cuts
hair
cuts or determinants thereof in the regressions

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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•

Spread Measurement

Recall: s = annual yield vis Rf on bond in the same currency and maturity.
Use of secondary market yields to ensure frequent observation
EMs Post-1990: JP Morgan EMBI index does the job
Eurozone Post-1999: Yields on 10 year bond viz. 10-year Bunds
US G
US,
Germany, JJapan, and
d UK
UK: Risk-free
Ri k f
b
bonds,
d so exc. from
f
sample
l
All pre-WWII spread data: bonds issued in London, NY, so
p
US 30-year
y
or UK consol benchmarks
relative to respective
Pre-1990 EM and other AE spreads: pain in the neck, but important
value added to sample…

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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Main difficulty with measuring s for pre
pre-1990
1990 is much thinner
secondary bond markets
Much of the EM & LDC debt took form of syndicated bank
loans and most bond yyields are available onlyy at primary
p
y
issuance
Not surprisingly, previous empirical shielded away from
including them
And those that did, stopped their sample in the 1980s.

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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This is a real loss because there were lots of defaults in
the 1970s and 1980s and market re-entries in 1990s,
so you loose the comparison pre- vs. post-default!
To fix this,, we did three things:
g
1. Collected the data for individual bond yield and
maturity for each country (from BEL, dealogic, and
various isolated sources, incl newspapers); and the
computed the respective spread vis the bechmark
German, Japanese, UK, US bond – Lots of work!!!

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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2. If the spread primary belongs to a primary issuance set,
there is a potential censoring problem, so you cannot
simply
p y mix primary
p
y and secondary
y s observations
We test if censoring problem is significant using Heckman:
Observation equation:
where
and

, with x including F and DP terms

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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Selection equation:
q
where

, cor (uit,vit)=ρ

and w it  xit . We use pc income and/or primary balance as ins.
Then test if ρ is significant, and generally find p-value>>0.1, so
proceed to 3.
3 (Else had to use
se the Heckman correction)
3 Mix primary and secondary s data using a dummy for primary
3.
issuance and loan vs. bonds.

IV. Data and Measurement Issues (cont.)
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Relationship
p between primary
p
y and secondaryy bond yield
y

IV. Data (cont.)
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•

•

•

Sample
p of Adv and EMs
1870-1938: 37 countries, 16 non-defaulters (37 defaults)
1970-2014: 63 countries, 37 non-defaulters (25 defaults)
about 3200 country/year observations
Much larger than previous studies and broadens several historical
databases, including Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)
Wider set of F controls viz. previous work

Market Spreads: Panoramic View, pre-WWII
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Market Spreads: Panoramic View, post-1970
32
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Panel Estimates: 1970-2014
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c

c

c

Panel Estimates: 1870-1938
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Robustness Checks
36

•

All other standard macro controls considered:
Δ TOT (levels and rolling variance); share of external debt in total debt; inflation;
fiscal deficit; investment growth; political environment (“polity”), shocks to credit
ratings; trade balance (as % of GDP); M2/GDP

•

Different functional forms for memory decay (new):
Hyperbolic discounting: MEM2 = ү/(1+kT), where ү and k measure the strength of
memory. (We set ү = 1 and k = β. For countries that never defaulted T  infinity, so
MEM20)
Exponential discounting: mem2 = exp(-kT); where k= the average real interest rate
during each sub-sample.
Inverse (geometric) discounting: MEM2 =1/T.
=1/T

•

•

No of times of default in the past (“MEM3”)
Size of the Default (“Realized Hair-cuts”)
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Mapping with previous studies
38

Our results showing a higher and longer lasting DP than previous
studies raise the question of where they come from
•

•

•

From longer time series data?
Or a longer cross-section – notably the inclusion of advanced
countries?
Or from a broader functional form for DP component?

Because our data sample and DP are broader and nest those of
allll other
h previous studies
d we can trace out these
h
d
discrepancies

1970-2014
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1990-2014

No MEM

With HC as CT
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Role of Hair-Cuts
41

Past hair-cut not adding much to previous reg since is mostly predictable:

“Final” DP Estimates
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Deconstructing the Spread: Fundamentals vs. DP
43

Pre-WWII
Pre
WWII

Post-WWII

Deconstructing the Spread: Mono vs. serial Defaulters
(pre war sample)
(pre-war
44

Mono defaulters

Serial Defaulters

A historical Illustration of what serial defaulting does
to the DP: The case of Brazil
45

Progression of Default Premium into Serial Defaulting:
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Conclusion: Answering our questions
46







Do investors forget debts that they “forgive”? No.
Or do countries pay interest premia on sovereign debt
commensurate with their credit histories? Yes.
If so: by how much?
for how long?
250 to 325 bps in the first 2 years after debt settlement, down to
about 150-200 bps in t+5, then declining gradually on average
DP for serial defaulters sits above this average

Conclusion (final)
(
)
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•

Does the size of the “hair-cut” p
past defaults matter?




•

No, if the objective is to measure the average DP (with the
corresponding average HC).

M h off actual
Much
t l HC is
i already
l d predictable
di t bl by
b the
th length
l th off the
th
default and initial debt levels!

Overall rather non-trivial default cost, esp. in a high D/Y world!
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Thanks for Attending
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OTHER SLIDES

Alternative measures of Debt Stock
from Dias,
Dias Richmond and Wright (2014)
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